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All childrenâ€™s book illustrator Claire Turner ever wanted was to be a mother. After six years of
trying to conceive, she and her husband, Josh, have finally accepted that she will never be pregnant
with a child of their own.Yet once they give up hope, the couple gets the miracle theyâ€™ve been
waiting for. For the first few months of her pregnancy, Claire and Josh are living on cloud nine. But
when she begins to experience debilitating headaches, blurred vision, and even fainting spells, the
soon-to-be mother goes to the doctor and receives a terrifying diagnosis. Since any treatment could
put their unborn babyâ€™s life at risk, the Turners must carefully weigh their limited options. And as
her symptoms worsen, Claire will have to make an impossible decision: Save her own life, or save
her childâ€™s?USA Today and New York Times bestselling author Steena Holmes brings us an
unforgettable story of one womanâ€™s courage and love.
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"Saving Abby" by Steena HolmesWriting books that come straight from her heart to her readers
heart is a rare talent for any author; but one that Steena Holmes has mastered.At the beginning,
Josh and Claire are abroad researching for the childrens books Jack wrote and and Claire

illustrated. They are also using the time to find the perfect place and time to say goodbye to one of
their dreams as a couple: to have a child of their own. They have a bucket list they had been
keeping for when they had a baby, and despite trying everything over the past six years they were
still childless. Eventually, on the last night of their trip, Claire finds the perfect place and time and
she and Josh let the sheets of paper containing their bucket list fly through a moonlit night into the
water from the deck of their cruise ship.Once they return home, several weeks later, Claire is still
feeling like she is suffering from jet lag, despite it being a month or so later. She is sleeping almost
all the time, not hungry, and is having massive headaches. Eventually she agrees to see her best
friend, who is also her family doctor. Claire is told she is pregnant. And while there is some concern
with her severe tiredness and lack of appetite as well as the headaches, they are all thought to be
related to her pregnancy.Intermingling Josh and Claire's trip abroad to the present day, with little
minor hints here and there, ones the reader doesn't notice initially, the author creates an air of
uncertainty around Claire's health that is not related to her pregnancy.The mysticism created by the
author is done in such a way that the reader is just as concerned as Claire's husband and her
doctor/best friend Abbie as to what is truly going on.
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